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Celebrating Stock Traders? Only at the Fringe
By JASON ZINOMAN
Published: August 20, 2009

To revive a straight-faced and romantic portrait of Wall Street in the
current economic climate seems almost perverse. But while it’s hard
to imagine a show less in keeping with the times than the 1967
musical “How Now, Dow Jones,” that’s exactly why you should see
it.

Running at the New York
International Fringe Festival, which
this year clocks in at just over 200
low-budget productions playing at
theaters throughout downtown, the
show follows an unhappy heroine
whose trader fiancé (Elon Rutberg) says he’ll marry her
only if the Dow reaches 1,000. On the way to the altar,
however, she has an affair with another man who becomes
a Wall Street titan and whose target clients are widows.

Unlike that other widow predator of the late ’60s, Max
Bialystock, Charley (Colin Hanlon) is portrayed as a
dashing hero. He saves the day by manipulating the
market while describing high finance in a way that makes
it sound like nothing so much as old Broadway. “Wall
Street,” he says with a conspicuous lack of winking, “is
dream street.” Bernie Madoff couldn’t sell it any better.

If the politics are old fashioned, so is the style, which aims
for an unapologetic sophistication that is woefully out of
fashion in downtown musical theater. Carolyn Leigh’s
dynamite lyrics, the show’s main calling card, make
reference to Mozart and a Pinter play (more than two
years before Sondheim’s “ladies who lunch” drank to one)
and beautifully complement Elmer Bernstein’s frothy
score. The only thing this tasteful revival has in common
with the typical crass Fringe musical is a memorable title,
which William Goldman described in “The Season” as “the
best money name of the season.” Staged with pinpoint
simplicity by Ben West, who marvelously streamlined the
material to a fleet 75 minutes, the production features
little scenery, an orchestra of one piano and, blessedly, no
microphones. Take note, directors: We can still hear just
fine.
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fine.

Even in its trimmed-down form, Max Shulman’s
preposterous book remains hopeless. And some of the
performances could be better; Fred Berman’s saccharine
sweetness is wrong for William Foster Wingate, a third
trader, a Gordon Gekko type who doesn’t even have the
time to sleep with his kept woman.

Still, Mr. West nails the big decisions, starting with the
casting of the lead roles. As Kate Montgomery, the woman
at the center of the love triangle, Cristen Paige delivers
songs like “Walk Away” and “Big Trouble” with precision
and power, and Mr. Hanlon turns a goofy tune about
salesmanship, “Gawk, Tousle and Shucks,” into a delight.
These winning actors display something that in the

context of contemporary musical theater seems almost quaint: real personality.

The Fringe is famously full of land mines for theatergoers, but with a little guidance you
can avoid them. To generalize about the festival can be dangerous, since there is usually
an exception to every sweeping claim. Yet the menu of productions could be boiled down
to three categories: musicals, solo shows and everything else.

The musicals generally have performers with the most impressive credits and blatant
commercial ambitions. “Vote,” an attack of gee-whiz glee wrapped around a story about a
high school election, is typical: full of verve, a few well-trained voices and a heavy touch.
The modesty of “Dow Jones” is the exception.

The solo, however, is the most consistently enjoyable form, in part because you don’t
need to be a superior actor to tell a gripping story about your life; being rough around
the edges can even be an asset. Michael Schlitt, for instance, is no natural performer, but
his intense stage persona in “Jesus Ride” suits his purposes.

I could be wrong, but it seems as if he’s really playing himself. Wearing sneakers and a
casual shirt, he is a certain type of Jewish neurotic that anyone who has spent time in
Hollywood will recognize, more Albert Brooks than Woody Allen. In short bursts of
grumpy narrative he describes being a secular Jew working for a Hollywood studio on a
new movie about Jesus, “The Revolutionary,” which opened at a Christian theme park in
Tennessee.

Besides the divine absurdity of this culture-clashing soap opera, the pleasures of “Jesus
Ride” include a lively filmic history of movies about the Gospels. Mr. Schlitt has a
surprising soft spot for Mel Gibson’s “Passion of the Christ” and a convincing argument
for its success: essentially, it’s the “Dirty Harry” of Jesus movies.

We also see clips from “The Revolutionary,” which looks so ludicrously awful that with
the right marketing (this show is a good start) it could become a cult hit that joins “Plan
9 from Outer Space” and “Battlefield Earth” as a contender for the worst movie of all
time. My favorite detail: There are only 11 apostles, since one was fired and no one
bothered to replace him.
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